Online communication with Webex

Online communication with Webex: Like real meetings, only better
Swissski, Evatec and Securitas – at first glance, these companies could not be more different. At
second glance, however, they have one thing in common: they all use Webex from Swisscom.
There are several reasons why Webex is the world’s leading provider of conferencing solutions:
Various different customers…
Swissski is the umbrella organisation for Swiss winter sports. It must be able to communicate with
athletes, association members and officials around the globe. Flexible online communication that
works worldwide is therefore indispensable.
Evatec is a manufacturer of electronic devices. Most of the important partners of the equipment
manufacturer are in Asia. Despite the long distance, online meetings must be held in good quality
to ensure the best possible cooperation.
Securitas, a Swiss security company, has various subsidiaries abroad with different IT systems. A
communication solution must therefore function independently of the IT systems and be compatible with them.
… and one solution:
All three companies now work with Webex for these reasons:
Compatibility
> No licensing issues: Sharing documents or making calls is also possible with collaboration partners who do not have Webex
> Standardised product: Webex can be connected to any IT infrastructure
> Whether smartphone, laptop or tablet: Webex can be used via an app, irrespective of the end
device
Simple to use
> Can be integrated into Outlook: The dial-up options of various tools are configured automatically
> Simple design: Uniform and clear user interface on all end devices
> Simple login process: With a single click, all participants are in the meeting
Cost efficiency and support
> Just one contact partner: Contracts and invoices handled via Swisscom
> Service Desk with 1st and 2nd level support: Swisscom supports you in the use of the service
and in the event of problems
> Many years of experience and expertise: On-site and remote consulting by our experienced
experts
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In summary, Webex contributes significantly to making (cross-border) online communication a
matter of course with its outstanding user-friendliness, compatibility, and exceptional voice and
video quality. Webex meetings are therefore almost like physical meetings – with the difference
that you save time and resources because you don’t have to travel to every appointment. Webex
also complies with all security standards and protects your company data. Would you like to know
whether and which Webex solutions are best for your company? Contact our expert
Alen Saradjen (WebEx.Cisco@swisscom.com) for a non-binding consultation and test the services
of Webex free of charge on your premises during a system demo.
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